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Abstract: Objective: The objective of this meta-analysis is to assess the efficacy and safety of progesterone (PG) for 
traumatic brain injury (TBI). Methods: The databases Cochrane Library, OvidSP, Web of Science, PubMed, CNKI, 
WFSD, and CBM were systematically searched from their inception dates to August 1, 2019, using the keywords 
traumatic brain injury/traumatic encephalopathy and progesterone/pregnenedione. A pooled analysis of the rel-
evant data was conducted using RevMan 5.3 software. The outcome measures included good functional outcomes 
(GFO) and mortality, related indicators (RIs), and adverse events (AEs). Subgroup analyses were performed accord-
ing to the type of injury, the level of consciousness, and the route of administration. Results: A total of 14 random-
ized controlled trials (RCTs) involving 2908 participants were included in this meta-analysis. The meta-analysis 
findings indicated that statistically significant differences were found in terms of GFO (RR 1.28, 95% CI 1.09~1.51, 
P=0.002), mortality (intramuscular administration) (RR 0.64, 95% CI 0.45~0.92, P=0.01), and RIs (at some time 
points) between the PG and control groups. Furthermore, compared with the control groups, PG may increase the 
incidence of phlebitis and decrease the incidence of hyperkalemia, but other AEs were not statistically significant. 
Subgroup analyses demonstrated that the level of consciousness and the route of administration were the influenc-
ing factors for PG improving GFO, and type of injury and route of administration were the influencing factors for PG 
reducing mortality. Conclusions: We firmly believe that PG via intramuscular administration is a potentially promis-
ing protocol for TBI. But the conclusion still requires high-quality clinical studies for further validation.
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Introduction

Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is defined as an 
alteration in brain function or other evidence  
of brain pathology caused by an external force 
[1]. According to whether the brain tissue is 
connected to the outside after injury, TBI can 
be divided into open and closed brain injury. 
According to whether the brain damage occ- 
urs immediately when the violence acts on the 
head, it is divided into primary brain injury and 
secondary brain injury. TBI is not just a violent 
injury (primary brain injury). On this basis, the 
brain damage caused by the pathophysiologi-
cal process is called secondary brain injury. 
Most scholars believe that the pathophysio- 
logical process of secondary brain injury is a 
complex cascade of molecular and biochemical 

events that occur after the onset of injury. 
Several studies found that neuronal excito- 
toxicity [2, 3], intracellular Ca2+ influx [4], free 
radicals, and lipid peroxidation [5, 6] exacer-
bate the inflammatory response [7, 8] and  
that the subsequent neuronal cell death via 
necrosis and apoptosis [9, 10] may be part of 
the cause of secondary brain injury. With the 
rapid development of the economy, motor  
vehicles have proliferated, accompanied by a 
surge in the number of car accidents, particu-
larly in developing countries. TBI is a leading 
cause of morbidity and mortality in young 
adults, resulting in a large direct and indirect 
social loss [11, 12]. It is urgent to develop a 
safe and effective therapy protocol to improve 
the outcomes of TBI patients. However, so far, 
scientists have not found a combination of one 
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or several drugs that can effectively improve 
the long-term neurological prognosis of patien- 
ts with TBI [13]. Fortunately, progesterone (PG) 
appears to be a potentially promising drug for 
TBI. PG, although still widely considered pri- 
marily a sex hormone, is an important agent 
affecting many central nervous system func-
tions. Several studies have reported that 
females tend to recover better than males fol-
lowing a TBI [14]. Stein et al. investigated the 
possibility that this effect might have a hor- 
monal basis [14]. Since then, several studies  
of PG in the treatment of TBI have been com-
pleted. There is growing evidence that this  
hormone may be a safe and effective treat-
ment for TBI [15]. The studies indicate that PG 
appears to protect the rebuilding of the blood-
brain barrier (BBB), reduces cerebral edema, 
downregulates the inflammatory cascade, and 
reduces apoptosis [16]. Studies by Sinha et  
al. [17] and Wu et al. [18] indicate that PG  
may be useful in limiting disability and improv-
ing neurological function outcomes following 
traumatic brain injury. However, studies by 
Wright et al. [19] and Skolnick et al. [20] dem-
onstrated that PG does not appear to be  
effective at improving neurological function 
outcomes in patients with TBI. Furthermore, 
studies by Wright et al. [21] and Xiao et al. [22] 
found that PG can effectively reduce the mor-
tality rate in patients with TBI, but studies such 
as Wright et al. [19] and Skolnick et al. [20] 
showed that PG cannot effectively reduce mor-
tality in patients with TBI. The evidence for the 
use of PG for TBI in clinical settings is currently 
inconclusive, as results from human trials are 
conflicting. Therefore, this meta-analysis was 
performed to further investigate the clinical sig-
nificance of PG for TBI.

Methods

Search strategy

To identify eligible studies, the main searching 
was conducted in the electronic databases 
Cochrane Library, OvidSP, Web of Science, 
PubMed, CNKI, WFSD, and CBM from their 
inception dates to August 1, 2019, using  
various combinations of Medical Subject 
Headings (MeSH) (traumatic brain injury and 
progesterone) and non-MeSH (traumatic en- 
cephalopathy and pregnenedione) terms. Spe- 
cific retrieval strategies were adjusted accord-

ing to different databases. The procedure was 
concluded by: (i) the perusal of the reference 
sections of all relevant studies; (ii) a manual 
search of key journals and abstracts from the 
major annual meetings in the field of PG for  
TBI; and (iii) contact with experts. The main 
searching was completed independently by  
the investigators. If there were any disagree-
ments, a corresponding author (L.D.) was con-
sulted, and a consensus was reached by dis-
cussion. If a consensus could not be reached, 
two members of the team were randomly 
selected to express their opinions and then a 
consensus was reached through discussion.

Inclusion criteria

1) Participants: patients >16 years old and clin-
ically diagnosed with TBI; 2) Intervention: PG 
versus no PG or placebo; 3) Outcomes: as a 
minimum, the outcome indicators had to 
include one of the following: the Glasgow 
Outcome Scale (GOS)/the extended Glasgow 
Outcome Scale (GOS-E)/mortality/related indi-
cators (RIs)/adverse events (AEs); 4) Study 
design: published randomized controlled trials 
(RCTs).

Exclusion criteria

1) Randomized trials without a placebo or treat-
ment groups; 2) Studies lacking original data; 
3) Patients with penetrating trauma, pregnan-
cy, life-threatening systemic injuries, cardiac 
arrest, or severe pre-existing disease.

Quality assessment

Two independent reviewers (J.Z. and H.-L.W.) 
assessed the risk of bias of the included  
studies following the Cochrane Handbook for 
Systematic Reviews of Interventions [23]. We 
analyzed the following seven domains: ran- 
dom sequence generation, allocation conceal-
ment, blinding of participants and personnel, 
blinding of the outcomes assessment, incom-
plete outcome data, selective outcome re- 
porting, and other bias, of which, random 
sequence generation, the blinding of partici-
pants, and personnel, and the blinding of out-
comes assessment were the most concern- 
ing. We determined the risk of bias of each 
domain as low, unclear, or high risk, according 
to the methods used to ensure the minimiza-
tion of each form of bias. Individual studies 
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were categorized as being based on a low,  
high, or unclear risk of bias. We used the follow-
ing methods: 1) low risk of bias (plausible bias 
unlikely to seriously alter the results) if all the 
domains are at a low risk of bias; 2) unclear  
risk of bias (plausible bias that raises some 
doubt about the results) if one or more do- 
mains have an unclear risk of bias; or 3) high 
risk of bias (plausible bias that seriously weak-
ens confidence in the results) if one or more 
domains were at a high risk of bias. If there  
was any disagreement, a corresponding au- 
thor (L.D.) was consulted and a consensus was 
reached by discussion. If a consensus could 
not be reached, two members of the team  
were randomly selected to express their opin-
ions and then a consensus was reached by 
discussion.

Data extraction

Two reviewers (J.Z. and Y.-P.L.) extracted the 
data independently using a predefined data 
extraction form. Disagreements were resolved 
by discussion or consensus with a corre- 
sponding author (L.D.) and/or team members. 
The data extracted included the first author, 
the study characteristics (i.e., year, duration, 
setting, and design), the participant chara- 
cteristics (i.e., age, sample size, and systemic 
therapy), and the GOS/GOS-E/mortality/RIs/
AEs of the PG and control groups. We define 
good functional outcomes (GFO) as a patient 
being able to care for him/herself, correspond-
ing to a GOS of 4 or 5, and a GOS-E of 5-8.  
For studies with insufficient information, the 
reviewers contacted the primary authors, when 
possible, to acquire and verify the data.

Statistical analysis 

Dichotomous data were analyzed by using  
the risk ratios (RRs) with 95% confidence  
intervals (CIs). Continuous outcomes mea- 
sured on the same scale were expressed as a 
mean value and standard deviation and were 
analyzed using weighted mean differences 
(WMDs) or standard mean differences (SMDs) 
with 95% CIs when the result unit or measure-
ment method was inconsistent. We calculated 
the 95% CIs using the Mantel-Haenszel sta- 
tistical method. I-square (I2) statistics and Q 
tests were performed to assess the impact of 
the study heterogeneity on the results of the 
meta-analysis. According to the Cochrane 
review guidelines [23], if severe heterogeneity 

was present at (P<0.1 or I2>50%), the random-
ized effect models were chosen, otherwise the 
fixed effect models were used. Moreover, the 
sensitivity analysis was conducted by remov- 
ing each study individually to evaluate the qual-
ity and consistency of the results. A visual 
inspection of the funnel plot was done to 
assess the publication bias. A subgroup analy-
sis were performed according to the type of 
injury, level of consciousness, and route of 
administration.

Results

Search results and the characteristics of the 
included studies 

According to the retrieval strategy given abo- 
ve, a total of 1499 related articles were 
retrieved, and after 382 duplicates were 
excluded, 1117 articles remained. 1077 stud-
ies that did not meet the inclusion criteria  
were excluded after we read the titles and 
abstracts. Of the remaining 47 articles, which 
were evaluated for their applicability to the  
full text, 33 were ruled out by the exclusion  
criteria, leaving 14 studies (RCTs). The flow  
diagram of the literature screening is shown in 
Figure 1. In addition, the papers’ publication 
time trend is depicted in Figure 2. Two ar- 
ticles were published in 2007. There was 1 
study published in 2008. In 2012, 3 studies 
were published. There was 1 paper published 
in 2013. Two studies were published 2014  
and two in 2016. In 2017, there were 4 ar- 
ticles published. The age distribution of the  
participants in these studies was roughly 16- 
94 years old. The studies mainly reported the 
number of GOS/GOS-E, mortality, RIs, and AEs. 
The specific basic characteristics of the includ-
ed studies are shown in Table 1. 

Quality assessment

The quality of the included RCTs was assessed 
according to the Cochrane Handbook [23] 
(Figure 3). 14 studies were low risk on random 
sequence generation. There were 6 articles 
with sufficient allocation concealment, but the 
allocation and concealment schemes of the 
other 5 articles were not clear. 4 studies were 
low risk on double-blind. There were 7 studies 
with sufficient detection bias, but the other 6 
articles were not clear. The incomplete data of 
11 articles were all rated as low risk. The risk of 
selective reporting was low risk in 12 articles. 
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There were 13 studies with a low risk of other 
bias. In conclusion, the quality assessment of 
the 14 included studies was all high.

Meta-analysis findings 

Primary outcome 

Comparison of the GFO incidence between the 
PG groups and the control groups

Eleven studies [17-22, 24-28] reported GOS or 
GOS-E data between the PG groups and the 

There were thirteen studies [17-22, 24-30]  
presenting mortality data in both groups 
(n=263 in the PG groups and 269 in the con- 
trol groups). We applied the RR to estimate  
the mortality rates in both groups. The finding 
of the pooled RR is shown in Figure 5. The het-
erogeneity test showed only slight diffe- 
rences between the studies (Chi2=20.94, 
I2=43%, P=0.05), so the fixed-effects model 
was applied. The pooled RR was 0.94 (95% 
CI=0.80~1.09, P=0.39>0.05), suggesting PG 
did not reduce mortality in the patients with  
TBI compared with the control groups.

Comparison of the RIs levels between the PG 
groups and the control groups 

Comparison of the serum PG levels in both 
groups: Three studies [27, 29, 31] presented 
the serum PG levels at 1 day in both groups  
(PG groups and control groups). There was  
substantial evidence of heterogeneity (I2= 
98%), so the random-effects model was 
applied. Since the mean difference between 
those two trials was high, SMD was applied. 
The pooled SMD was 7.09 (95% CI=0.70~ 
13.49, P=0.03<0.05). There were two papers 
reporting the serum PG levels (at 5 days [30, 
31] and 6 days [27, 29]) in the PG groups and 

Figure 1. Flow diagram show-
ing the process of selecting the 
studies for this meta-analysis.

Figure 2. Paper publication time trend.

control groups (n=722 in the 
PG groups vs. 662 in the  
control groups). The RR was 
used to estimate for GFO rate 
between the two groups. The 
result of the pooled RR is re- 
presented in Figure 4. There 
was significant heterogeneity 
among the studies (Chi2= 
28.01, I2=64%, P=0.002), so 
the random-effects model 
was used. The pooled RR  
was 1.28 (95% CI=1.09~ 
1.51, P=0.002<0.05), imply-
ing that PG (non-single route 
of administration) could im- 
prove the neurological prog-
nosis in patients with TBI.

Secondary outcome

Comparison of the mortal-
ity incidence between the 
PG groups and the control 
groups
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Table 1. Specific basic characteristics of the included studies

Study&year Design Follow-up
Age Number

Intervention AEs NFO
Mortality

PGG CG PGG CG PGG CG
Sinha, 2017 RCT 12 m 33.7±10 33.9±11.2 26 27 Intramuscular injection, PG (1 mg kg-1), per 12 h, for 5 d R GOS 5 7 at 6 m

6 7 at 12 m

Soltani, 2016 RCT 6 m 27.85±1.44 30.37±2.5 20 24 Intramuscular injection, PG (1 mg kg-1), per 12 h, for 5 d NR GOS-E 0 5 at 6 m

Mofid, 2016 RCT 6 m 28.44±1.74 30.75±3.4 16 16 Intramuscular injection, PG (1 mg kg-1), per 12 h, for 5 d NR GOS-E 0 3 at 6 m

Skolnick, 2014 RCT 6 m 23-51 24-50 591 588 Intravenous injection, PG (0.71 mg kg-1) at first h, 0.5 mg kg-1 at 1-120 h R GOS 109 95 at 6 m

Wright, 2014 RCT 6 m 17-94 17-93 442 440 Intravenous injection, 14.3 ml per h for 1 h and then at 10 ml per h for 71 h; the 
dose was then tapered by 2.5 ml per h every 8 h, for a total treatment duration 
of 96 h

R GOS-E 83 69 at 6 m

Shakeri, 2013 RCT 3 m 33.97±12.48 34.68±12.87 38 38 Nasogastric tube, PG (1 mg kg-1), per 12 h, for 5 d NR GOS 12 17 at 3 m

Abokhabar, 2012 RCT 1 m 26.72±18.43 27.76±15.22 50 50 Intramuscular injection, PG (1 mg kg-1), per 12 h, for 5 d NR GOS 8 7 at 1 m

Aminmansour, 2012 RCT 3 m 28±7.43 31.45±8.17 20 20 Intramuscular injection, PG (1 mg kg-1), q 12 h, for 5 d NR GOS 4 8 at 3 m

Xiao, 2008 RCT 6 m 30±11 30±9 82 77 Intramuscular injection, PG (1 mg kg-1), per 12 h, for 5 d R GOS 15 25 at 6 m

Xiao, 2007 RCT 3 m 31±9 31±9 26 30 Intramuscular injection, PG (80 mg), per 12 h, for 5 d NR GOS 5 7 at 3 m

Wright, 2007 RCT 1 m 35.3±14.3 37.1±17.4 77 23 Intravenous injection, 0.71 (mg kg-1) of PG at 14 mL/h for the first h. Then, the 
infusion was reduced to 10 mL/h to deliver 0.5 (mg kg-1) per h for the next 11 h. 
Five additional 12-h maintenance infusions were delivered at the standard rate 
of 10 mL/h, for a total of 3 d of treatment

R GOS-E 5 7 at 1 m

Wu, 2017 RCT 6 m 41.0±16.0 42.6±16.4 43 40 Intravenous injection, PG (1.0 mg kg-1), per 24 h, for 5 d NR GOS 8 14 at 6 m

Lu, 2017 RCT - 45.36±19.14 45.36±19.14 20 19 Intramuscular injection, PG (20 mg), per 24 h, for 14 d R NR NR

Lu, 2012 RCT 3 m 43.20±12.31 32 33 Intravenous injection, PG (1.0 mg kg-1), per 24 h, for 3 d NR GOS 3 5 at 3 m
PGG: Progesterone groups; CG: Control groups; NFO: Neurological function outcome; m: Month; h: Hours; d: Days; R: Report; NR: No report.
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the control groups. The heterogeneity test 
showed only slight differences between the 
studies (I2=0% at 5 days and 0% at 6 days),  
so the fixed-effect model was used. The pool- 
ed SMD were 1.34 (95% CI=0.89~1.79, 
P<0.00001) at 5 days and 14.36 (95% CI= 
11.90~16.82, P<0.00001) at 6 days. The abo- 
ve results demonstrate that the PG group’s 
serum PG levels at 1, 5, and 6 d were higher 
than they were in the control groups (Table 2).

Comparison of the intracranial pressure (ICP) 
levels in both groups: There were two studies 
[18, 22] reporting ICP at 1 day; 2 papers [18, 
22] showing data at 3 days; and 2 studies  
[18, 22] reporting data at 7 days from the PG 
groups and the control groups. The heteroge-
neity test showed only slight differences be- 
tween the studies (I2=0% at 1 day) and signifi-
cant differences between the studies (I2=74% 
at 3 days and 58% at 7 days), so the random-
effects model was applied. In addition, the 
mean difference between those two trials was 
high, so the SMD was used. The pooled SMD 

0.00001) at 5 days; and -3.05 (95% CI= 
-4.11~-1.99, P<0.00001) at 6 days. The pooled 
results demonstrated that compared with the 
control groups, PG can effectively reduce 
serum S-100B at 5 and 6 days.  

Comparison of the interleukin-1 (IL-1β) levels  
in both groups: There were 3 studies [18, 26, 
29] reporting serum IL-1β at day 1. 1 ar- 
ticle [26] showed the data at 3 days. There 
were 2 studies [18, 26] reporting at 5 days  
in both groups. Since the mean difference 
between those two trials was high, SMD was 
applied. The heterogeneity test showed sig- 
nificant differences between the studies 
(I2=93% at 1 day and 92% at 5 days), so the 
random-effects model was applied. The pool- 
ed SMD were -1.25 (95% CI=-2.25~0.02, 
P=0.05) at 1 day; -0.91 (95% CI=-1.42~-0.39, 
P=0.0005<0.05) at 3 days; and -1.07 (95% 
CI=-2.30~0.17, P=0.09>0.05) at 5 days (Table 
2). The above pooled results of serum IL-1β 
showed that PG can reduce the serum IL-1β at 
1 day and 5 days.

Figure 3. The risk of bias 
assessment, and the au-
thors’ judgments regard-
ing the risk of bias for 
each item included in the 
study.

were -0.29 (95% CI=-0.61~ 
0.02, P=0.07>0.05) at 1 day; 
-0.61 (95% CI=-1.24~0.02, 
P=0.06>0.05) at 3 days; and 
-0.53 (95% CI=-1.02~-0.04, 
P=0.03<0.05) at 7 days (Ta- 
ble 2). The above pooled find-
ings of ICP suggest that PG 
can effectively reduce the ICP 
of TBI patients at the 7th day.

Comparison of the S-100B 
levels in both groups: Two 
studies [18, 29] presented 
S-100B at 1 day in both 
groups; 1 paper [18] reported 
S-100B at 5 days, and one 
article [29] reported S-100B 
at 6 days in both groups (the 
PG groups and the control 
groups). We used the SMD to 
estimate the S-100B levels  
in both groups. Significant  
heterogeneity was observed 
between the studies (I2= 
94%), so the random-effects 
model was applied (Table  
2). The pooled SMD were 
-1.87 (95% CI=-4.18~-0.45, 
P=0.11>0.05) at 1 day; -4.52 
(95% CI=-5.35~-3.70, P< 
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Comparison of the tumor necrosis factor (TNF-
α) levels in both groups: One study [26] report-
ed serum TNF-α at 1 day; two papers [26, 30] 
presented it at 5 days, and one article [30] 
reported it at 10 days (Table 3). There was no 
substantial evidence of heterogeneity (I2=49%), 
so the fixed-effects model was used. We used 
SMD to estimate the S-100B levels in both 
groups. The pooled SMD were -0.17 (95% CI=-
0.65~0.32, P=0.50>0.05) at one day; -2.36 
(95% CI=-2.83~-1.89, P<0.00001) at 5 days; 

and -0.73 (95% CI=-1.28~-0.19, P=0.008< 
0.05) at 10 days. The pooled findings demon-
strated that PG can reduce serum TNF-α at 5 
and 10 days compared with the control groups.

Comparison of the incidence of AEs in the PG 
groups and the control groups

There was one study (Wright, 2014) [19] re- 
porting data on phlebitis and thrombophlebitis 
in both groups (n=76 in the PG groups vs. n=25 

Figure 5. A meta-analysis of the mortality rates in the PG groups and the control groups.

Figure 4. A meta-analysis of the GFO between the PG groups and the control groups.
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in the control groups). We applied the RR to 
estimate the AEs rate in the two groups. The 
pooled RR was 3.03 (95% CI=1.96~4.66, 
P<0.00001) (Table 3). By carefully reading  
the study of Wright et al. [19], we found that  
the PG of the experimental groups was admin-
istered using an intravenous route. The result 
of the meta-analysis demonstrated that the 
intravenous injection of PG may increase the 
risk of phlebitis or thrombophlebitis. In addi-
tion, a study by Sinha et al. [17] reported  
data on hyperkalemia and hypokalemia in the 
PG groups and the control groups. The pooled 
RR were 0.09 (95% CI=0.02~0.35, P=0.0004< 
0.05) on hyperkalemia and 0.88 (95% CI= 
0.48~1.59, P=0.67>0.05) on hypokalemia, 
suggesting PG can reduce the incidence of 
hyperkalemia, which was basically not at the 
expense of increasing the incidence of hy- 
pokalemia (Table 3). The meta-analysis find-
ings indicated that there were no statistical  
differences in terms of seizures, nervous sys-
tem disorders, cardiac disorders, thromboem-
bolic disease, gastrointestinal disorders, unex-
plained increased liver-enzyme levels, urinary 
complications, endocrine disorders, blood or 
lymphatic system disorders, sepsis, infections, 

ly. The pooled RR was 1.40 (95% CI=1.09~ 
1.80, P=0.008<0.05), suggesting that PG can 
effectively improve the GFO rate in patients 
with DAI. 9 studies [17-22, 24-26] presented 
GOS or GOS-E data in patients with non-diffuse  
axonal injury (non-DAI) in both groups (Figure  
6). The heterogeneity test showed moderate  
differences between the studies (Chi2=22.66, 
I2=65%, P=0.004), indicating the heterogen- 
eity of DAI and non-DAI, so the random-eff- 
ects model was applied. The experimental 
groups’ GFO rate was 50.4%, and the control 
groups’ was 49.0%. The pooled RR was 1.25 
(95% CI=1.05~1.49, P=0.02<0.05), suggest- 
ing that PG may not significantly or effectively 
improve the GFO in patients with non-DAI. In 
summary, the subgroup analysis of the includ-
ed studies demonstrated that PG tended to 
result in a more favorable GFO in patients with 
DAI than the non-PG.

The influence of the level of consciousness on 
GFO

Three studies [19, 21, 27] presented GFO data 
in patients with the Glasgow Coma Scale 
(GCS)≤12 (Figure 7). Substantial heterogen- 

Table 2. Meta-analysis of the related indicators: (serum PG, ICP, 
serum S-100B, serum IL-1, and serum TNF-α) in both groups

RIs
Date Pooled Results
SMD CI (95%) P I2 (%) N

Serum PG
    1 d 7.09 [0.70, 13.49] 0.03 98 3
    5 d 1.34 [0.89, 1.79] <0.00001 0 2
    6 d 14.36 [11.90, 16.82] <0.00001 0 2
ICP
    1 d -0.29 [-0.61, 0.02] 0.07 0 2
    3 d -0.61 [-1.24, 0.02] 0.06 74 2
    7 d -0.53 [-1.02, -0.04] 0.03 58 2
Serum S-100B
    1 d -1.87 [-4.18, 0.45] 0.11 94 2
    5 d -4.52 [-5.35, -3.70] <0.00001 - 1
    6 d -3.05 [-4.11, -1.99] <0.00001 - 1
Serum IL-1β
    1 d -1.25 [-2.52, 0.02] 0.05 93 3
    3 d -0.91 [-1.42, -0.39] 0.0005 - 1
    5 d -1.07 [-2.30, 0.17] 0.09 92 2
Serum TNF-α
    1 d -0.17 [-0.65, 0.32] 0.50 - 1
    5 d -2.36 [-2.83, -1.89] <0.00001 49 2
    10 d -0.73 [-1.28, -0.19] 0.008 - 1
N: Number.

or hyperglycemia in both gro- 
ups (Table 3).

Subgroup 

The subgroup analysis was 
performed to explore the het-
erogeneity source and the 
impact of type of injury, level 
of consciousness, and route 
of administration on the GFO 
and mortality.

The influence of type of injury 
on the GFO 

Two studies [27, 28] report- 
ed GOS/GOS-E data in the 
patients with diffuse axonal 
injury (DAI) in the PG groups 
and the control groups (n=38 
in the PG groups vs. n=28 in 
the control groups) (Figure  
6). No statistically significant 
heterogeneity was observed 
between the studies (Chi2= 
0.86, I2=0, P=0.35). The GFO 
rates of the PG groups and  
the control groups were  
65.5% and 45.2%, respective-
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eity was observed among the studies (Chi2= 
7.26, I2=72%, P=0.03). The pooled RR was  

1.13 (95% CI=0.80~1.60, P=0.50>0.05). In 
addition, there was 8 studies [17, 18, 20, 22, 

Table 3. Meta-analysis of the AEs between the PG groups and the control groups

AEs
Date Pooled Results
RR CI (95%) P I2 (%) N

Seizure 1.76 [0.60, 5.16] 0.31 0 2
Nervous system disorders 1.02 [0.95, 1.10] 0.55 0 3
Pneumonia 0.97 [0.86, 1.09] 0.59 0 4
Cardiac disorders 1.02 [0.83, 1.25] 0.84 0 3
Phlebitis or thrombophlebitis 3.03 [1.96, 4.66] <0.00001 - 1
Thromboembolic disease 1.23 [0.84, 1.82] 0.29 0 2
Gastrointestinal disorders 0.99 [0.84, 1.17] 0.92 0 2
Unexplained increased liver-enzyme levels 1.28 [0.64, 2.54] 0.48 - 1
Urinary complications 0.76 [0.49, 1.17] 0.21 0 2
Endocrine disorders 0.84 [0.58, 1.24] 0.38 0 2
Blood or lymphatic system disorders 0.91 [0.78, 1.07] 0.27 - 1
Sepsis 1.12 [0.79, 1.57] 0.52 0 4
Infections 0.97 [0.89, 1.05] 0.42 - 1
Hyperkalemia 0.09 [0.02, 0.35] 0.0004 - 1
Hypokalemia 0.88 [0.48, 1.59] 0.67 - 1
Hyperglycemia 1.01 [0.62, 1.65] 0.96 0 2
N: Number.

Figure 6. A subgroup analysis (DAI and non-DAI) of the GFOs in both groups.
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24-26, 28, 32] reporting GFO data in patients 
with Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS)≤8 in both 
groups (Figure 7). There was significant evi-
dence of heterogeneity (Chi2=17.65, I2=60%, 
P=0.01), and the heterogeneity of GCS≤12  
and GCS≤8, so the random-effects model was 
used. The GFO rates of the PG groups and  
the control groups were 53.6% and 47.1%, 
respectively. The pooled RR was 1.39 (95% 
CI=1.13~1.72, P=0.002<0.05), with a statisti- 
cal difference between the two groups. The 
above two results suggested that the level of 
consciousness could be the influencing factor 
for the GFO.

The influence of route of administration on the 
GFO 

There were 4 studies [18-21] reporting GFO 
data after the intravenous injection of PG and  
6 papers [17, 22, 24-27] showing data after  
the intramuscular injection of PG. One paper 
[28] reported the GFO data after the nasogas-
tric tube administration of PG in both groups 
(Figure 8). The heterogeneity test showed  

significant differences between the studies 
(Chi2=6.45, I2=53%, P=0.09 using intraven- 
ously injection) and no difference between 
studies (Chi2=1.53, I2=0, P=0.91 using intra-
muscular injection), so the random-effects 
model was applied. The pooled RR were 1.02 
(95% CI=0.87~1.20, P=0.79>0.05) using  
intravenously injection; 1.43 (95% CI= 
1.23~1.68, P<0.00001) using intramuscular 
injection; and 1.73 (95% CI=0.96~3.12, 
P=0.07>0.05) using nasogastric tube. The 
above subgroup analysis of the GFO demon-
strated that the intramuscular injection of PG 
tended to result in a more favorable im- 
provement to the GFO rate than intravenous 
injection and nasogastric tube. Furthermore, 
there was significant inter-group heterogen- 
eity (Chi2=9.99, I2=80%, P=0.007) among the 
three groups (the intravenous injection, intra-
muscular injection, and nasogastric tube 
groups). The subgroup heterogeneity results 
indicated that intravenous injection and naso-
gastric tube administration protocols may be 
one of the causes of the heterogeneity of the 
GFO.

Figure 7. A subgroup analysis (GCS≤12 and 8) of the GFOs in both groups.
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The influence of type of injury on mortality 

Three studies [27-29] reported mortality data  
in patients with DAI in the PG groups and the 
control groups (n=12 in the PG groups vs. n= 
25 in the control groups) (Figure 9). Little  
statistically significant heterogeneity was ob- 
served among the studies (Chi2=3.06, I2= 
35%, P=0.22). The mortality rates of the PG 
groups and the control groups were 16.2%  
and 32.1%. The pooled RR was 0.51 (95% 
CI=0.29~0.90, P=0.02<0.05), suggesting that 
PG can effectively reduce the mortality risk  
in patients with DAI. 10 studies [17-22, 24-26, 
30] presented the mortality rates of patien- 
ts with non-DAI in both groups (Figure 9). The 
heterogeneity test showed only slight differ- 
ences between the studies (Chi2=16.05, 
I2=44%, P=0.07), indicating the heterogeneity 

of DAI and non-DAI, so the random-effects 
model was applied. The PG groups’ mortality 
rate was 18.1% and the control groups’ was 
18.5%. The pooled RR was 0.94 (95% 
CI=0.80~1.15, P=0.79>0.05), indicating PG 
may not effectively reduce the mortality rate  
in patients with non-DAI. In addition, there  
was significant inter-group heterogeneity 
(Chi2=4.69, I2=78.7%, P=0.03) between the  
two groups (DAI and non-DAI). The subgroup 
heterogeneity results demonstrated that type 
of injury (non-DAI) may be one of the causes of 
the heterogeneity of the GFO.

The influence of level of consciousness on 
mortality

Four studies [19, 21, 27, 29] presented mortal-
ity data in patients with Glasgow Coma Scale 

Figure 8. A subgroup analysis (intravenous injection, intramuscular injection, and nasogastric tube) of the GFOs in 
both groups.
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(GCS)≤12 (Figure 10). Substantial heterogene-
ity was observed among the studies (Chi2= 
9.47, I2=68%, P=0.02). The pooled RR was 
0.53 (95% CI=0.19~1.47, P=0.22>0.05). In 
addition, there was 9 studies [17, 18, 20, 22, 
24-26, 28, 30] reporting mortality data in 
patients with Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS)≤8  
in both groups (the PG groups and control 
groups) (Figure 10). There was little evidence  
of heterogeneity (Chi2=10.80, I2=26%, P= 
0.21), and the heterogeneity of GCS≤12 and 
GCS≤8, so the random-effects model was 
used. The pooled RR was 0.79 (95% CI= 
0.61~1.03, P=0.08>0.05), with no statistical 
differences between the two groups. The above 
two results suggest that PG does not reduce 
the mortality risk at the two different level of 
consciousness (GCS≤12 and 8).

The influence of the route of administration on 
mortality 

There were 5 studies [18-21, 26] reporting  
mortality data after the intravenous injection of 

PG; 7 papers [17, 22, 24, 25, 27, 29, 30] show-
ing data after the intramuscular injection of  
PG. One paper [28] reported mortality data 
after the use of a nasogastric tube to ad- 
minister PG in both groups (Figure 11). The  
heterogeneity test showed obvious differenc- 
es between the studies (Chi2=9.29, I2=57%, 
P=0.05 via intravenously injection) and no dif-
ference between studies (Chi2=4.82, I2=0, 
P=0.57 via intramuscular injection), so the  
random-effects model was applied. The pool- 
ed RR were 0.89 (95% CI=0.63~1.26, P= 
0.52>0.05) using an intravenous injection; 
0.64 (95% CI=0.45~0.92, P=0.01<0.05) us- 
ing an intramuscular injection; and 0.71 (95% 
CI=0.39~1.27, P=0.24>0.05) using a naso- 
gastric tube. The above subgroup analysis of 
GFO indicated that the intramuscular injection 
of PG tended to result in a more favorable 
reduction in the mortality rate than an in- 
travenous injection or a nasogastric tube. 
Furthermore, there was significant inter-group 
heterogeneity (Chi2=9.99, I2=80%, P=0.007) 
among the three groups (the intravenous in- 

Figure 9. A subgroup analysis (DAI and non-DAI) of the mortality rates in both groups.
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jection, intramuscular injection, and nasogas-
tric tube groups). The subgroup heterogeneity 
results demonstrated that the intravenous 
injection and nasogastric tube administration 
protocols may be one of the reasons for the 
GFO’s heterogeneity.

Sensitivity analysis and publication bias

We evaluated the effect of each study on the 
GFO and mortality rate by removing a single 
study, sequentially. The pooled RR of the GFO 
fluctuation range was 1.23 to 1.38 and the 
mortality fluctuation range was 0.83 to 0.97. 
The P value of the pooled GFO data fluctuat- 
ed from 0.0005 to 0.009, and the mortality 
data fluctuated from 0.05 to 0.74 (Table 4).  
The sensitivity analysis of the GFO results  
show that the stability of results did not under-
go a significant change, which validated the 
rationality and the stability. However, a sen- 
sitivity analysis of the mortality results de- 
monstrated that the pooled data results were 
unstable. This occurred because the P value 
was changed to 0.05 and the statistical signifi-

cance may be reversed, when we removed the 
study by Skolnick et al. [20]. The funnel plot of 
the GFO and the mortality rate are shown in 
Figure 12. The moderate publication bias was 
obtained through a visual distribution of the 
funnel plot.

Discussion

A total of 1499 articles were searched, and 14 
studies were finally included according to the 
inclusion and exclusion criteria. The paper pub-
lication trend indicated that studies on PG to 
treat TBI peaked in 2012 and 2017 (the num-
ber of publications was three). This meta- 
analysis mainly reports GFO, mortality, RIs,  
and AEs. Furthermore, a subgroup analysis of 
GFO and mortality was performed to investi-
gate the effects of type of injury (DAI and  
non-DAI), the degree of coma (GCS≤12 and 
GCS≤8), and the route of administration (intra-
venous injection, intramuscular injection, and 
the nasogastric tube route) on GFO and mortal-
ity. The meta-analysis results showed that: 1) 
Compared with the control groups, the differ-

Figure 10. A subgroup analysis (GCS≤12 and 8) of the mortality in both groups.
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ences in the GFO were statistically significant  
in the PG groups (P=0.002); however, PG see- 
ms to only slightly increase the GFO rate in 
patients with TBI (51.1% in the PG groups vs. 
48.9% in the control groups); 2) There was no 
statistical significance in the mortality be- 
tween the two groups (P=0.39); 3) Compared 
with the control groups, the trial groups’ serum 
PG levels were statistically significantly differ-
ent on the first, fifth, and sixth days after the 
injury; there was no statistically significant dif-
ference in ICP between the first day and the 
third day after the injury, and the difference 
was statistically significant on the 7th day; 
there was no statistically significant difference 
in the serum S-100B levels on the first day  
after the injury, and the difference was statisti-
cally significant on the 5th and 6th days; there 

was no statistically significant difference in  
the serum IL-1β levels between the first day  
and the fifth days after the injury, and the  
difference was statistically significant on the 
third day. 4) The PG groups appeared to have 
an increase in the incidence of phlebitis or 
thrombophlebitis compared with the control 
groups. In addition, the experimental groups 
appeared to have a reduction in the incidence 
of hyperkalemia but not at the expense of 
increasing the incidence of hypokalemia. The 
difference in the other adverse events (sei-
zures, nervous system, disorders, pneumonia, 
cardiac disorders, thromboembolic diseas- 
es, gastrointestinal disorders, unexplained in- 
creased liver-enzyme levels, urinary complica-
tions, endocrine disorders, blood or lymphatic 
system disorders, sepsis, infection, and hyper-

Figure 11. A subgroup analysis (intravenous injection, intramuscular injection, and nasogastric tube) of the mortal-
ity in both groups.
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glycemia) were not statistically significant in 
both groups. 5) The subgroup analysis in- 
dicated that the type of damage (DAI and non-
DAI) does not appear to be a major factors 
affecting the PG improving GFO. The degree  
of coma (GCS≤8 and GCS≤12) and the route  
of administration (intravenous injection, intra-
muscular injection, and nasogastric tube route) 
may be one of the factors affecting PG improv-
ing GFO. 6) A subgroup analysis of mortality 
showed that type of injury and route of adminis-
tration may be factors influencing PG reducing 
mortality. The degree of coma does not seem 
to significantly affect PG to reduce mortality. A 
sensitivity analysis showed lower GFO sensitiv-
ity and higher mortality rate sensitivity (when 
the study by Skolnick [20] was removed, the P 

value was 0.05 after the data were pooled 
using RR. 7) The publication bias test finding 
showed significant publication bias.

PG is a potentially promising drug for TBI. Our 
study indicated that PG slightly increased the 
GFO rate in patients with TBI, although the  
differences between the groups were small 
(51.1% in the PG groups vs. 48.9% in the con-
trol groups). We believe that there were three 
reasons for the small differences between the 
groups. First: Compared to traditional thera-
pies, adding PG may not be as effective as we 
expected. Second: there are some differen- 
ces in the treatment protocol (surgery or not, 
surgical protocol, type of drug, dosage, whe- 
ther there is mild hypothermia treatment, and 

Table 4. Sensitivity analysis of GFO and mortality

Removing single study sequentially
GFO Mortality

RR CI (95%) P I2 (%) RR CI (95%) P I2 (%)
Not exclude 1.28 [1.09, 1.51] 0.002 64 0.94 [0.80, 1.09] 0.39 43
Abokhabar, 2012 excluded 1.27 [1.07, 1.50] 0.006 65 0.93 [0.80, 1.08] 0.35 47
Aminmansour, 2012 excluded 1.27 [1.08, 1.50] 0.004 66 0.95 [0.81, 1.11] 0.50 44
Lu, 2012 excluded 1.28 [1.08, 1.51] 0.004 67 0.94 [0.81, 1.10] 0.44 47
Shakeri, 2013 excluded 1.26 [1.07, 1.48] 0.006 65 0.95 [0.81, 1.11] 0.43 45
Sinha, 2017 excluded 1.23 [1.05, 1.44] 0.009 61 0.94 [0.81, 1.10] 0.45 47
Skolnick, 2014 excluded 1.38 [1.13, 1.69] 0.002 64 0.83 [0.68, 1.00] 0.05 35
Soltani, 2016 excluded 1.28 [1.07, 1.52] 0.006 64 0.95 [0.82, 1.11] 0.51 45
Wright, 2007 excluded 1.28 [1.08, 1.51] 0.003 67 0.96 [0.82, 1.12] 0.57 37
Wright, 2014 excluded 1.37 [1.15, 1.64] 0.0005 53 0.85 [0.71, 1.01] 0.07 36
Wu, 2017 excluded 1.26 [1.07, 1.48] 0.006 64 0.96 [0.82, 1.12] 0.59 41
Xiao, 2008 excluded 1.28 [1.07, 1.51] 0.006 65 0.97 [0.83, 1.14] 0.74 37
Xiao, 2007 excluded - - - - 0.94 [0.80, 1.09] 0.41 47
Mofid, 2014 excluded - - - - 0.95 [0.81, 1.10] 0.47 43

Figure 12. A funnel plot of the GFO (A) and the mortality rate (B).
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whether there is a tracheotomy, etc.) between 
the different studies. In addition, to some 
extent, the level of health care, family econo- 
mic conditions, family attitudes, patient phy-
sique, and other confounding factors will also 
affect the GFO rate between the groups. Third: 
PG has the potential to improve GFO, simply 
because the above conclusions are based on 
the appropriate routes of administration. 
Fortunately, a subgroup analysis of the route  
of administration seems to prove this view. 
Furthermore, the basic research conclusions 
by Candolfi et al. [33] seem to support our  
finding, showing that the intramuscular injec-
tion of PG can effectively improve the neuro-
logical prognostic outcomes in TBI mice. 
Meanwhile, the clinical trials by Xiao et al. [22] 
indicated that the intramuscular injection of 1 
mg/kg PG every 12 hours for 5 days seemed  
to be effective. The meta-analysis by Pan et al. 
[34] demonstrated that PG has the potential  
to improve the GFO rate within 3 months. 
However, a meta-analysis by Lu et al. found  
the opposite [35]. By comparing our meta- 
analysis with their meta-analysis, it was found 
that there were some limitations (only 8 stu- 
dies were included) in the study by Lu et al. 
Furthermore, we found that compared with the 
study by Pan et al. the research by Lu et al. did 
not perform a subgroup analysis on the route of 
administration. 

The study by Wright (2014) et al. [19] demon-
strated that PG is not effective in reducing 
patient mortality. However, the study by Wright 
(2007) et al. [21] found that PG can effectiv- 
ely reduce mortality in patients with TBI. We 
compared the two studies and found that  
there are large differences in the dosing  
protocols, which may be one of the root  
causes of the differences in their conclusions. 
Our pooled findings indicated that PG is not 
effective in reducing mortality in TBI patients. 
However, a subgroup analysis on the route of 
administration demonstrated that administer-
ing PG using an intramuscular injection can  
be effective in reducing mortality (16.0% in  
the PG groups vs. 26.3% in the control grou- 
ps). This conclusion was consistent with the 
meta-analysis by Pan et al. [34]. Taking into 
account the above discussion on the GFO and 
mortality, we cautiously believe that intramus-
cular injection seems to be a better route of 
administration, because it not only can im- 
prove the neurological prognosis outcomes, 

but it can also effectively reduce mortality. 
Unfortunately, due to the limitations of the 
study data, we were unable to perform a sub-
group analysis of the dosage and dosing time 
windows. This limits our chances of develop- 
ing a reasonable administration protocol. 
Therefore, we hope, in the future, that more 
high-quality studies will be performed on PG 
administration protocols, because our re- 
search seems to suggest that the administra-
tion protocol (dosage, route of the administra-
tion, time window of the administration) can 
influence the PG therapeutic effect. 

Several studies showed that the PG brain pro-
tection occurred through multi-mechanisms, 
which can be summarized as follows: 1) Re- 
duce excitotoxicity by decreasing the effects  
of glutamate and boosting the effects of  
GABA; 2) Reduce lipid peroxidation; 3) Inhibit 
inflammation; 4) Inhibit neuronal apoptosis; 5) 
Promote neuroprotective factor expression and 
provide neurotrophic; 6) Reduce brain edema; 
7) Promote the repair of the BBB [15, 32, 
36-43]. Furthermore, our research on RIs also 
verifies this. 

A subgroup analysis of the GFO on the injury 
types (DAI and Non-DAI) showed that the injury 
types were not an influencing factors of PG 
improving GFO. There was no heterogeneity 
between the subgroups (I2=0), suggesting that 
the type of injury may not be the cause of the 
heterogeneity between the studies. In addit- 
ion, the subgroup analysis of the coma score 
(GCS≤8 and GCS≤12) demonstrated that, com-
pared with the patients with GCS≤12, PG can 
effectively improve the GFO of patients with 
GCS≤8, indicating that the degree of coma 
affects PG improving GFO. We believe that  
compared with the patients with GCS≤8, the 
TBI patients with GCS 9-12 can basically reach 
GFO using the traditional treatment protocol. 
This kind of good effect has basically reached 
the boundary of the patient’s ability to recover 
in the traditional treatment protocol, so the 
additional use of PG seems to be sympathetic 
but has no ability to improve a patient’s condi-
tion. The subgroup analysis of the GFO on the 
routes of administration demonstrated that 
intravenous administration and nasogastric 
tube administration cannot effectively improve 
the GFO in patients with TBI. However, the  
intramuscular injection of PG can significantly 
increase the GFO rate in patients with TBI 
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(64.6% in the PG groups vs. 45.1% in the con-
trol groups). Furthermore, the subgroup hetero-
geneity test findings suggested that the differ-
ent routes of administration may be a source of 
heterogeneity (I2=80%). 

The subgroup analysis of the type of injury  
(DAI and non-DAI), level of consciousness 
(GCS≤8 and GCS≤12), and the route of ad- 
ministration (intravenous administration, intra-
muscular administration, and nasogastric tube) 
demonstrated that the type of injury and the 
route of administration may be the factors that 
affect PG reducing mortality and not the level 
of consciousness. The studies indicated that 
different types of injury will produce different 
degrees of trauma, intracranial hemorrhage, 
intracranial inflammation, and intracranial 
edema, and there will be differences in the 
degree of damage to the body, so the existence 
of the differences in body damage will lead to 
an inconsistency in mortality. However, the 
level of consciousness is mainly used to mea-
sure the patients’ state of consciousness. It 
may be only moderately associated with mor-
tality in TBI patients. Moreover, the subgroup 
heterogeneity test results (I2=78.8%) indicated 
that the type of injury may be one of the rea-
sons for the heterogeneity among the studies. 

TBI is a serious public health issue worldwide, 
with a high mortality and disability rate, mak- 
ing it a leading cause of loss of human poten- 
tial [44, 45]. Improving and predicting TBI 
patients’ prognosis has always been a goal  
of neurologists [46]. Fortunately, our pooled 
findings suggested that PG (intramuscular ad- 
ministration) is a potentially promising drug  
for TBI. In addition, the safety of PG also 
deserves further clarification. Wright et al. [19] 
reported on phlebitis or thrombophlebitis ev- 
ents in the treatment of TBI with PG. We ana-
lyzed their research methods and found that 
they mainly administered PG intravenously. We 
believe that repeated intravenous administra-
tion may be the leading cause of phlebitis or 
thrombophlebitis. Moreover, the study also 
reported on hyperkalemia and hypokalemia. 
The data pooling results indicated that PG 
seems to be effective at reducing the inciden- 
ce of hyperkalemia but not at the expense of 
increasing the risk of hypokalemia. In addition, 
the data pooling findings also showed that 
there was no statistically significant difference 
in terms of seizures, nervous system disor- 

ders, cardiac disorders, thromboembolic dis-
ease, gastrointestinal disorders, unexplained 
increased liver-enzyme levels, urinary compli-
cations, endocrine disorders, blood or lymphat-
ic system disorders, sepsis, infections, or 
hyperglycemia.

The meta-analysis has the following limita- 
tions. 1) The sensitivity analysis of the mor- 
tality was not satisfactory. When we removed 
the study by Skolnick, 2014 [20], the pooled P 
values changed from 0.74 to 0.05. This forced 
us to re-analyze their study. We found that the 
PG was administered intravenously, indicating 
that intravenous injection not only increases 
the incidence of phlebitis, but it also increas- 
es the risk of mortality; 2) Moderate publica- 
tion bias makes us question the stability of  
the results; 3) Significant heterogeneity poses 
a challenge to the scientific nature of the find-
ings, although some heterogeneous sources 
have been discovered by the subgroup analy-
sis, but the hidden confounding factors can- 
not be ignored; 4) There was significant he- 
terogeneity in the data pooling results of the 
RIs and AEs; 5) The included papers only were 
limited to English (71.4%) and Chinese (28.6%) 
language studies, which could create the  
conditions for language bias; 6) Although PG  
via intramuscular injection for TBI may be  
safe and effective, this conclusion still needs a 
high-quality clinical study for further validation.

Conclusion

We firmly believe that PG via intramuscular 
administration is a potentially promising proto-
col for TBI. But this conclusion still requires a 
high-quality clinical study for further validation.
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